Modifications of chromatin structure and gene expression following induced alterations of cellular shape.
In higher eukaryotes cellular shape is a dynamic element which can be altered by external and internal factors (i.e. surface interactions, temperature, ionic strength). Our question was: might modifications of cell shape reflect on nuclear morphology and architecture and hence on chromatin function, in order to represent a mechanism of cell regulation? We altered the shape of cultured fibroblasts by coating the growth substratum with synthetic polymers, which alternatively increased and decreased the adhesiveness. By means of Fluorescence microscopy we analysed the modifications of cell and nucleus architecture induced by the different substrata. Then we used differential scanning calorimetry to investigate if a remodelling of chromatin structure was associated with the induced morphological changes. Finally, we evaluated if the observed modifications of chromatin condensation affect the transcriptional profile. At this stage of the work we focused on just four genes (c-myc, c-fos, c-jun and collagen) and we analysed their expression by dot blot hybridization and RT-PCR. The results confirm that mechanical factors external to the cell, such as the physico-chemical features of the substratum, are able to modulate gene transcription through a remodelling of chromatin structure. Therefore the work supports our starting hypothesis of a regulatory pathway connecting in sequence cellular morphomety/nuclear architecture/chromatin structure/gene expression.